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Introduction: The very fresh impact crater shapes
(first relatively steady state after collapse/modification)
are references for quantifying the cumulative change in
topography (impacts and surface processes) over geo-
logic time. Topographic degradation of lunar craters
is implicitly linked to the time-varying micrometeorite
flux and target properties [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], and important
to our understanding of the evolution of the Moon. Re-
cently formed craters (in the last 10 years, identified in
LROC images [6]) are very fresh but also very small
(morphometric measurements challenging) to serve as
references, while larger older craters (with measurable
topography from recent lunar missions) are often rela-
tively degraded (not ideal as a fresh crater reference). As
with any given range of diameters (D), reference fresh
crater shapes are hard to find for all diameters within
that range, among existing craters (to compare and un-
derstand degradation effects at that diameter). This diffi-
culty increases with crater size as the number of craters
decrease[7] -quantifying measurable changes in crater
topography is dependent on models for fresh impact
crater shapes and rules of scaling. In this work we ob-
tain a predictive model for simple fresh crater shapes at
the lunar mare (1km < D < 5km) and compare scaling
(change radial elevation with D) for very fresh craters.

Figure 1: Chebyshev coefficients vs. crater diameter for fresh
craters

Standardized crater model based on Chebyshev co-
efficients: The topography of nearly all lunar craters
can be represented by a relatively small set (M + 1) of
Chebyshev polynomials [8]. In this representation, the
individual polynomials (Tn) are scaled and summed to
approximate the actual crater elevation profile, and the
scaling factors are the Chebyshev coefficients (Cn). The
expression for the Chebyshev approximation of an arbi-

trary crater elevation profile f(x) is given by:

f(x) ∼= P (x) =

M∑
n=0

CnTn(x) (1)

Methods and Results:: In the standardized crater
elevation profile representation, since most of the en-
ergy (topographic variation) is concentrated in the first
few coefficients, a small set of coefficients is sufficient
to represent and hence predict a crater elevation pro-
file. Since Tn functions are fixed, the profile for a fresh
crater can be predicted if the corresponding Chebyshev
coefficients can be computed. Hence the problem of
synthesizing the fresh crater profile is reduced to ef-
ficiently computing the Chebyshev coefficients for the
fresh crater, for a particular diameter. Further simplifi-
cation of the problem is achieved by using the symmetry
property of the Chebyshev coefficients i.e. for an ideal-
ized profile, we choose to synthesize only radially sym-
metric profiles. Thus fifteen Cn values corresponding
to n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30
are required to predict the fresh crater shape (for M =
30). Note that C0 is an even coefficient but is not com-
puted since C0 is the scaled average of the profile which
does not effect the shape of the crater but adds an offset.

The model is constructed based on fresh lunar craters
(identified with high values of d

D and wall slopes). The
list of fresh lunar craters is further refined interactively
selecting visibly fresher looking craters (NAC, WAC
images and topography). Crater profiles are extracted
from the Kaguya/LOLA product [9], which has a 60
meter pixel scale. Each crater, was re-projected, and
corrected for latitudinal distortion prior to the extraction
of multiple radial crater elevation profiles. Via averag-
ing and by removing large scale topography effects, a
radially symmetric profile is obtained which was used
for modeling. Chebyshev approximation of the crater
profiles [8] then leads to the computation of the first
15 even coefficients after C0 (i.e. C2 to C30). The di-
ameter dependence of the Chebyshev coefficients (Fig-
ure1) is modelled conforming to the ‘freshest’ profiles
and this dependence is used to predict Chebyshev coef-
ficients for fresh craters across the range of diameters
(1 km to 5 km). Fresh crater profiles are then obtained
(Figure 2) with a fixed d

D of 0.26 (parametric, can be
modified).

Discussions: Synthesized crater profiles (Figure 2)
show that while the shapes of craters are approximately
similar and features are proportional, they are not the
same (i.e. varying by a scale factor e.g. [5]). This
is expected since the model takes into account subtle
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Figure 2: Synthesized fresh crater profiles (centered)

Figure 3: Effect of scaling by a constant value

variations with increase in diameter, via the component
shapes of the overall profile and we propose that this is
more realistic than a single shape for craters at all di-
ameters. Elevation profile differences at the crater wall
and at areas outside the rim (Figure 3) for profiles ob-
tained by scaling further illustrate that with increasing
diameter, different locations of the crater scale differ-
ently. Scaling differences are further investigated by
comparing elevation at locations close to floor, mid-wall
and outside rim (Figure 4)- areas close to the floor scale

Figure 4: Scaling at different radial distances

differently compared to areas close to the rim. Eleva-
tions outside rim increase faster with diameter (perhaps
due to sharply increasing proximal ejecta volume as di-
ameter increases). Rim height has power law depen-
dence and the ratio of rim-height to D is more consis-
tent (0.035 to 0.04) [10, 11, 12] after 2km but changes
fast between diameters 1km to 2km.

Figure 5: Scaling of the rim-height to diameter ratio

Conclusion:: Extremely fresh craters (largely un-
seen, predicted here from models) will have a slightly
different scaling than fresh craters that we can measure.
Scaling increases with radial distance from crater cen-
ter (e.g. floor elevation vs rim elevation). For craters
smaller than 1.5 km, the rim-height to diameter ratios
are lower than 0.03 and the rim-height vs. diameter
relationships are possibly more non-linear than for the
observed fresh craters. In our over-archiving goal to
develop a consistent analytic framework to understand
the geophysics/morphology of craters and their evolu-
tion we first created a standardized method to analyze
crater shapes [8]. In this work, we use the standard-
ized method to synthesize fresh crater shapes at the lu-
nar mare. For a range of diameters (1km < D < 5km),
we can predict the optimal fresh crater shape (mare) for
later use in investigation of degradation effects.
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